Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades.

Unless anything urgent hits (such as what happened recently) we will be following the schedule below. I will make this as simple and concise as possible. We have to dispel a lot of confusion. The jews are mastering the world still based on lies and confusion. This is how they rule, aside other things.

Confusion lies and deception are the major key holders of jewish power. We have to devote 10 or more days in dispelling such. This is to help the people who can wake up, wake up. The enemy resists this by doing more and more magick.

To explain what they do, the enemy being the excrement they are, they openly state that their issue is with Satan. Which was we know means Eternal Truth. In the east, they do SA-TA-NA-MA as a mantra, and this dispels illusions. According to the Gurus in the East this also dispels subconscious patters that are dangerous and have been created by illusion. The jews have outlawed the use of this "Name" by the penalty of death for centuries, both for this reason, and for the Being that is behind this Name.

The enemy has flooded the lower astral levels with a lot of insane thoughtforms and crap; fear, terror, misunderstanding, misconceptions, exploitation of blind spots in the human brain, all factor in. We can solve this by this RTR.

So we will be focusing on FOUR RTR's from April 20th to April 30th. We will update the schedule if the need arises.

Through lifting these, Satan or Truth will be able to be seen by all. This benefits us in all ways possible.

**From April 20th to April 30th:**

-72, 42, Communications RTR and Anti-Confusion RTR.

Below the links to the Rituals:

Below the Texts to the Rituals:

72 Names Reversal

LINE 1

72 AIM AHVW AIM • 71 OHy OHy AHY • 70 AIM YV OHy •
69 AHY ‘OH AYR • 68 AHVW AYV AYKH • 67 ‘AH OHy ‘OH •
66 OHK UUN AIM • 65 AYBV AIM AHD • 64 OHy AYKH AIM •
63 AHVW UUN ‘AH • 62 AYh AHY OHy • 61 AYV AIM AHVW •
60 AYR OHTS AIM • 59 AYKH AYR AHY • 58 AHL OHy OHy •
57 AIM AIM UUN • 56 OHy AHVW AIF • 55 AYh AYB AIM •

LINE 2

54 AHTH OHy UUN • 53 ‘AH UUN UUN • 52 AIM AIM ‘AH •
51 EESH AYKH AYh • 50 OHy UUN AHTH •
49 AHVW AYh AHVW • 48 AYh OHy AIM • 47 AHL EESH ‘AH •
46 OHy AYR ‘AH • 45 AHL ‘AH AHSS • 44 AYh OHL OHy •
43 AHL AHVW AHVW • 42 AKH OHy AIM • 41 AYh AYh AYh •
40 AHZ OHy OHy • 39 ‘AH AYh AYR • 38 AIM ‘AH AYKH •
37 • OHy UUN ‘AH •
Vibrate SATANAS

After vibrating SATANAS, state with conviction 6 times:

• The Jews are fully exposed to the world
• The Jews have lost all protection
• The Gates of Satan have permanently opened wide
• The Jews have lost all of their influence and power over Gentiles
• The Jews have lost all of their power, control, and influence over the world
• Gentiles are powerfully and effectively reacting against the Jews

Vibrate SATANAS
Vibrate AUM

HAIL SATAN FOREVER!!

___________

42 Name Reversal

RAISE YOUR ENERGIES AND VIBRATE THE PARAGRAPH BELOW 6 TIMES:

AHT-OHYUH • AHTZUHV • OHK • AHS • KOHZ • EHP •
UHL • AYG • OHYUH • AH • AHN • UUT • VOHK •
EHKH • GAHT • EE-TZAH • AHT • AHV • AYHS •
UKH-EHYUH • UH-DEEG • AHN • SH-AH-EE-TAH • AH •
EER • OHK • UHTZAH • OHYUH • UHG • UHB • AHH

Vibrate SATANAS

After vibrating SATANAS, state with conviction 6 times:

• The Jews have lost all protection
• The Gates of Satan have permanently opened wide
• Gentiles are reacting against the Jews
• The Jews have lost all of their influence over Gentiles
• The Jews have lost all of their powers to control events
• The Jews have lost all of their power, control, and influence over the world
Vibrate SATANAS

Vibrate AUM

HAIL SATAN FOREVER!!

_______________

Communications RTR

If you need to do is vibrate the paragraph below 9 times:

AYF • TSEHR--'AH'--AH--LOHK • YAIN-UP--L'A'--

AHV-HUH-HUY • MAHTS-EEF-EH • MAHSH-EEM-UU •

TSEHR--'AH'--AH--LOHK • TAHFF-US • AHV-HUH-HUY •

LAHL-AHB • MAHSH-EEK • LEHV-AHB • AHM-USH •

AHR-AHK • NAYK-L'A'--

After vibrating the above paragraph 9 times, state with conviction 9 times:

• Vibrate AUM
• The Jews have lost all control of the media and of all communications totally, completely and permanently
• All media and communications are now free for Gentiles
• Vibrate AUM

HAIL SATAN FOREVER!!

End of Ritual

_____________________

Anti-Confusion RTR

Vibrate the following paragraph of words 9 times. What this means is vibrate each
of the words below, every word from the first word to the last. That is one time. Then, vibrate the same again and again until you have done this 9 times.

MAHD • MAHSH • EEH • DAH •

HAHL-OHD-UHG • HAHM-UUV/W-UHM • MAHM-AHH-UHV/W •

AKH-YEHN-AHP-UHL • AKH-HEH-OHL-EH • HOHV-YUH • MAHN-AHT-NUUW/V

After vibrating the above paragraph 9 times:

Vibrate
V/W--AH--V/W • V/W--AH--V/W • V/W—AH--V/W
[ Pronounced V/W—AHH--V/W ]

Then, state with conviction 9 times:

*The Confusion is gone permanently*
*All Gentiles are now aware of and can see through all of the Jewish lies, control, and programs.*
*Satan is TRUTH*

After you have stated the above affirmation 9 times, vibrate
V/W--AH--V/W • V/W--AH--V/W • V/W—AH--V/W
once again to close the ritual.

HAIL SATAN FOREVER!!

End of Ritual
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